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TERMINOLOGY

UNFOLDING the JUGS Instant GOOOOALTM

1. Grasping the edge of the GOOOOAL  
frame, remove GOOOOAL from carrying bag 
and remove elastic retention strap.

2. Holding the GOOOOAL frame together, 
toss it away from your body onto a clear, level 
area.

3. Tilt GOOOOAL into upright position.  
Insert T-Handle Pegs into the three peg loops  
(two side flaps and middle loop on the back of  
the GOOOOAL).

 !  WARNING  Always inspect your JUGS GOOOOAL before each use. Do not use the JUGS GOOOOAL  
 if it shows signs of excessive wear or damaged components.
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      !  WARNING  READ THIS NOW.
When this GOOOOAL is being handled it can  
suddenly and unexpectedly open to full size. 
BEFORE REMOVING GOOOOAL FROM  
CARRYING BAG, BE SURE TO READ AND 
UNDERSTAND THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
UNFOLDING AND FOLDING THE GOOOOAL. 
You must be at least EIGHTEEN YEARS OF 
AGE and in good health to unfold and fold this 
screen. Before removing the GOOOOAL from 
the carrying bag or retension strap, be sure you 
have an area of at least 20-feet clear all around 
you. Do not attempt to unfold or set up on sloping 
ground. Failure to heed this warning could result 
in SERIOUS INJURY.

Call JUGS, Toll Free: 1-800-547-6843.
Outside the USA, Collect: 503-692-1635.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS.

INSTRUCTIONS

If you need more information 
about this product

or any other JUGS product or service, 
please contact the manufacturer:

JUGS Sports

P.O. Box 3126 / 19333 S.W. 118th Ave.
Tualatin, OR 97062

In the USA and Canada, call toll-free:
1-800-547-6843. 

For International Orders, call collect:
0-503-692-1635.

Our fax number is 1-503-691-1100.

Visit our website at www.jugssports.com.

Se habla español.
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4FOLDING UP 
the JUGS 
Instant 
GOOOOALTM

1. Remove T-Handle Pegs and stand behind 
your JUGS GOOOOAL.

2. With both hands, push the top of the 
GOOOOAL frame down to the top of the 
rear vinyl base, above the JUGS logo.

3. Place your right foot on the top of the 
GOOOOAL frame and push down above  
the JUGS logo.

4. Keeping your right foot on top of the 
GOOOOAL frame, with your right hand  
pull the right side down towards your right  
foot and the JUGS logo.

5. With your left hand, bring the left side down 
towards your right foot and JUGS logo.

6. Remove your right foot and fold the JUGS 
GOOOOAL into a 30-inch-diameter circle.

7. Keeping control of the circle (if you release  
too early, the GOOOOAL can pop open),  
wrap it with the retention strap.

8. Place your folded and strapped 
GOOOOAL into carrying bag.

 !  WARNING  Always remember to place the ELASTIC RETENTION STRAP onto the folded JUGS  
 GOOOOAL . Always transport the screen folded and STRAPPED in its CARRYING BAG.


